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STUDENT
Consolidation

F. Donald Bush, Jr.

College students throughout the nation represent a larger portion of the population year after year. When in groups, they yield
the power of respected opinion. With a growing amount of intracampus .communication between the student groups, concerned students at public and private institutions, large and small, feel
free and even obligated to voice their opinions and to force their
will upon society, business, and the university.
Earl c. Gottschalk Jr. of the
WALL STREET JOURNAL said ''student Power isn't a new noon February 14 that "An emerg- tion. A handful of small, exing breed of young militants is perimental colleges such as
demanding--and getting a larger Reed, Oregon and Antioch, Ohio
voice in university affairs. E- have given students a major hand
in making policy."
qually noteworthy, 'student pow"The National student Assocer' is becoming a major springboard for agitation on major iation seeks to separate drives
public issues." Quality of in- for student power from dissent
sturction is in danger, according about the Vietnam war and other
to most administrators, if the public issues." Barry Klein,
university is turned into a battle-, Franklin Student Association
pr e s id en t, doesn't necessarily
ground on the public issues.
According to the National Stu- have the problem of separating
dent Association, last fall pro- public issues and university issues, but does have the problem
duced 71 protests at 62 universities on such varied topics as caf- of causing students to become ineteria quality and Dow Chem- terested in tl>e way they are to be
ical's production of Napalm. governed.
Bruce Kahn of Michigan, Phi
Mr. Klain defined student powBeta Kappa and president _rl. the er for F r an k li n University stuStudent Government COW1cil dents at an October 11 meeting
says, "uni\rersities are inhuman of th~ Frar.klin Student Associplaces, they're subgovernmental ation: "Student Power is the
agencies that do the govenunent' s
ability of students to constructively p.: · ticipate in the making of
war research. •• service stations
for the establishment that molds univers y policy. students at
people to fit into the cogs in Franklil. have this ability."
our cold war, mechanized so- .
The Franklin Student Associciety. What we want to do is ation has often questioned the
change the society.
We can policies of the administration at
get students involved by ge~ the univ~rsity and has encourthem to care how they are gov- aged students to indicate their
erned." Most student arganiza- wishes for consideration of stuons roughly average only

INDEPENDENT

1%

of the student body but do increase in size with the advent
of important cootroversial incidents.
Mr. Gottschalk a I s o noted,

dent desires

qy

the administra-

tion. At a small, personalized
university, such as Franklin,
these desires receive vast consideratior. by the faculty and administration. Mr. Klein said,

Birthday Boy
'' Amazingly ahead," replied Huddy to the question of how Columbus compares with major Ohio cities in entertainment. Columbus, its entertainment scene, and John Huddy were the topics
of a personal interview with the prolific author of "My Kind of
Town," appearing regular]y in the COLUMBUS EVENING DISPATCH.
John Huddy is very proud of his life, and an attempt toboobythe C o l um bus ent'ilrtainment trap his car. However, emergscene, the quality and quantity, ~ unscathed, with a front page
and equal]y enjoys shouting about cover story is truly a sign of
through the newspaper medium. a job well done.
In summi.rg up his experiences
Mr. Huddy cited a variety of
entertainment available in the as a journalist, Mr. Huddy leaned
Capital City, ''from ballet at back and replied with a smile,
the Vets, to satirical revue- ''very enlightening," he added,
reviews of · the Off-Broadway," "You can learn more in six
newest sparkle in the Columbus months on a newspaper, than in
Due
night-spot circuit. Commenting 60 years of school~.
on the Off Broadway, he forecasts to the pressure exerted by curan increasing interest in this rent events and competition type of entertainment among the you are farced to learn more."
My Kind rJ. Town celebrated its
college-aged crowd because it is
"different, current, satirical and first year of success the 21st
very enlightening commentary on of February, at the BISTRO.
Ladd McIntosh and the LIVE NEW
our times."
Asked about the kind rJ. enter- BREED sang "HAPPY BIRTHtainment people are most inter- DAY" and congratulated Mr.
ested in, Mr. Huddy replied with- Huddy for the outstan~ repout hesitatioo, "POP- MIBIC." utation rJ. "My Kind of Town."
He added, that it is the post The VOICE takes this opportuncollege group that keeps the talent ity to extend our congratulations
as well, meantime, OVER THE
co~ and going in town.
SHOULD£.)l
- Mr Huddy!
All, however, has not been the
glamout of the Big Time for
John Huddy. As a special police
correspondant, Huddy was persooally responsible for cracking
On March 22, from 8: 00 until
a large narcotics ~ in the 11:00 p.m., three great bands
o.s. U. area a few years back. will be playing for your enter•
He successfully infiltrated ''the tainment: Brixton Productions
ring'' and unmasked the leaders. presents The Edicates, The RestHe attributes the success to the less Knights, and the 4 o'clock
fact that he "spent weeks in the Balloon. A night of fine music
Ohio State Penitentiary talking and good dancing can be yours
to convicted drug addicts, learn- at the corner of 5th Ave. and Cam~ the vocabulary cl.the addict."
bri~ Blvd. All proceeds from
After his ro1e as :secret agent, the dance will be donated to The
numerous threats were made on American Cancer Society.

Open House

CONSOLIDATION CONT'D

"If the student power is not ex-

ercised often, it becomes progressively harder to do S(\ until
the powers are eventually lost.
Student Power must be continual!y used. If the students are
stagnant, the university will be
stagnant."
Current]y, the Franklin student
Association is devoting all its
efforts to the modeling of a student senate for the purpose of
unifyirlg students at the university
into a more powerful, more high]y organized group for the presentation of stud e n t power at
Franklin University.

Stegman Visit
Mr. Donald Stegman, Business
Manager of the CHIMES at Capital University, visited the VOICE
office February 5. Mr.stegman,
Managing Editor Richard Dandalides, and Business Manager
Philip Fankhauser, exchanged ideas for the benefit of the CHIMES
(a weekly newspaper) and the
VOICE.
Mr. Stegman explored tne organization of the Business section of the VOICE and expressed
his astoois)unent at the amount
rJ. student participatiui on the
VOICE. Mr. Stegman com_mented
that the CHIMES' Editor, Assistant Editor, and Business Manager
received salaries for their effprts but that staff recruitment
beyond these positions had been
unfavorable. To aid in recruitment Mr. stegman is reprinting
an article from the January
VOICE 1::ntitled "Want to Make
$50,000 a Year?", by Phil Fankhad good results for theVOICE.
The CHIMES, unrestricted by
the administration of the university, is, nevertheless, subsidized by Capital. The VOICE
is IOo% self-supporting. Mr.
Stegman thought that all college
newspapers had subsidies.
The VOICE was invited by Mr.
Stegman for an exchange visit
to the Capital campus and the
CHIMES operation. The visit
was beneficial to both newspapers
and the rapport should bevery
valuable in the future.

Almnst Boycott
A boycott of classes at Franklin University, sche'duled for
February-22, was alleviated when
steps were taken on a petition
submitted January 31, to Dr. J.
Frasch, Franklin University
presideut. The petition, signed by
about 400 day students, stated,
'' We request that the administration apply for the membership••••
in the Ohio College Association,
as a step toward accreditatioo
before the March 1 deadline."
(see "Petitioo Requests Application to O C A "• February
voice.)
The boycott was scheduled to
demonstrate student desire far
membership· in O CA, and disappointment in the university's
I§ek of reaction to the petition.
Rumors of the proposed boycott
speeded up action oo the petitioo,
and on February 19, an announcement said that we could
not app]y to OCA, at present,
because of certain requirements
Franklin University does not
meet.
~mong these requirements are
a library of at least ''25,000"
volumes; and a university build~ that "adeq~ate]y meets the
needs of its students."
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Edward Dawson
On January 29, 1968, the on]y chapter of Sigma Kappa Phi social Fraternity in the world was chartered by the State of Ohio.
A recent officer, Mr. Phil Christman, is given credit for piloting
the project. Franklin University's own fraternity was but a chapter of the st. Louis, Missouri, centered Sigma Kappa Phi. It's
history dates back to 1929, when the Y.M.C.A. College in st.
Louis formed the chapter, and quickly chapters sprang up in
Dayton, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus and elsewhere. Now,
near]y forty years later, we exclusive]y have the Sigma Kappa
Phi.
With the new chartering has
come a shot of "new life". The itiates were: Don Heucler, Richactive membership of 30 to 35, ard Bishop, Bob Eibling, John
although mostly Night School stu- Hoefler, Gary Leeper, Jim
dents, is composed of an ever Mathias, and Jim Murray.
increasing number of Day School
These "serious minded, mastudents. To permit the Day stu- ture, young adults," explained
dents' membership took a change President, Paul McClary, are
of the By-Laws. The "new,young working for "the betterment of
blood has brought fresh ideas," Franklin University which insays Secretary Henry Mullaney, cludes accredation and the move
"and we are well pleased with into the new facilities." Besides
our Day student additions." They these aims, the Fraternity offers
meet monthly on the first Thurs- two scholarships at the Annual
day evening, sponsor an Annual April graduation.
Dinner-Dance and include both
Anyone interested in further
active students and alumni.
information is requested to conTheir FIFTEEN DOLLAR tact Mr. Paul McClary at 885($15.00) initation fee is followed 9247. other officers are: Viceon]y by a monthly dues of ONE Pres dent, Bob Hinson (235DOLLAR ($1.00). They have no 1086); Treasurer, Bill Neely
contribution pledges nor other (276-5758); and Secretary, Henry
such rmancial schemes for sup- Mullaney (262-1478).
port, only raffles. The "pain"The Annual Election of Ofless" initation was braved_._by ficers, on May 2, will be folsome ten new members last Nov- lowed by their Installation on
ember and another seven Feb- May 18. The next meeting is
ruary 3. The mo s t recent in- scheduled for March 7 at 9 PM.

PICTORIAL BASKETBALL REVIEW ON PAGE 5

Laser Communication
- Ken Stewart

Scientists with the Honeywell
Corporation are working on an
information storage system using the iaser (I..;ight amplification
by stimulated emission of radiation). The laser takes lights, as
might come from the sun, and
turns it into "coherent" or parallel beams of radiation. Res ear ch indicates that optical
techniques will increase the pot en ti a I of information-storage
systems, an increasingly vital
aspect of communications service.
Information that is recorded
on these laser systems can be
"read out" at the rate of 100
million "bits" per second. This
is at least 20 times greater
than current magnetic-disk types
of information storage used in
computers.
The memory element is an
extremely thin, evaporated compound of bismuth and manganese.
The properties of this compound
are such that it can direct polarized light Oaser light) toward a
magnetic film. By pulsingalaser
beam to a high-intensity frequency, and simultaneously app]ying a magnetic field to the
film, information can be "written" on the memory element.

Such a system, laser operated,
promises industry more efficient
service due to faster memory
storage units, and a far larger memory capacity than we
have at present. Information services will speed right along with
industrial growth, to better serve
the consumer market.

McCarthy
Support
Senator Eugene McCarthy· of
Minnesota has received national
liberal · ~upport in his bid for the
Democratic nomination for the
presidency since the Americans
for Democratic Action announced
their support of him. Added to
his list of growing followers are
a small group of Franklin University. students who will disseminate information about the senator to the rest of the university.
Jeff Berlin, Bob Hankey, Rod
Hoag, lack Davis, and Barry
Klein will lead the__parade for
the long uphill climb to establish popularity of the senator.

the (NEW)
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- Edward Dawson, Organization Correspondent

Organ izotions
•

In an attempt to create an effective student organization to represent the Day General College, Mr. Barry Klein called a meeting
of interested students the last week Qf January.- Present at this
meeting were some eight students. To. ensure an unbiased report,
President Klein and F.S.A. members Mr. Reid Hoag and Mr. Bob
Hanky eliminated themselves from the steering Committee of the
Student Senate, to be chaired by Mr. Pat Hurley. To this date the
Committee has not made any visible attempts to even meet. The
future of the F.S.A. is to be decided by the actions toward forming
a student Senate, says President Klein. In essence then, the F.S.A.
is present only to give voice to student opinion, and when any other
organization can do this, the F.S.A. will dissolve. Mr. Klein has
stated that his aim is to give the Day students at Franklin University
every opportunity to create a student organization which is meaningful and effective.
In forming these groups students must participate for any organization to enjoy a respected place in our college community. Why don't
students participate? Mr. Klein says plainly, "they don't' have any
guts to stand for their convictions." Through questioning other students, there seems to be a wide divergence of opinion.
One sophomore voicing the opinion of many others in a discussion
group said, "The first reason is that my job would interfere with
most meetings since they are in the afternoon. The second and main
reason isihavenointerestinanyofthe organizations." It is a matter
of record that very many of the Day students are either part-time
or full-time employees.
Mr. James Helms, junior, is a supervisor at the local General
Motors plant. He has stated that his job would almost eliminate
him from students groups. He sees the present drive by the F.S.A.
to push the administration in the direction toward accredation as
elevating that student organization to "co-administrator." According to Mr. Helms, this is completely wrong, students ARE stu'dents to learn "how" from the instructors, not to teach the administration. Mr. Helms sees a better way to improve the University's
image and future, other than the militancy shown thus far. He personally is promoting Franklin at work and has made some twelve
to fifteen referals to Franklin.
student participation is a large portion of the problem. As Mr.
Bar:Fy Brandt, sophomore and member of Little Nicky and the
Rogues, says "One problem, we can't have more clubs without better participation in the ones we tiow have. students need a means of
grouping together and this is the purpose of organizations. I believe
student organizations are good and that there should be more."
On the other hand, Miss Charletta Cotton, senior, feels "the
smaller the better. If this University has clubs and if students
have time to participate in club activities, I feel that the number of

The groovey ads of the Voice are 'IN'

organizations should be limited. My reason for this is that the size
of Franklin University is not large and if divided into several
factions nothing will be accomplished well." Extending this concept
further, Mr. Dave Boling, sophomore, equates the present conditions
as "playing games." Mr. Boling says, "First of all, I have a job
that requires that I am there by 1:00 in the afternoon. And secondly,
I'm here for an education, and not to play games, as I did at Ohio
State."
Mr. Bob Vallely, freshman, commented frankly, •'I don't know
anything about them. I know there is an F.S.A. and Booster Club,
but what are they?" As this particular discussion progressed a comment from another student was made, "anything they (student organizations) try to do is stifled from the front office." A similiar
sentiment was voiced by Mr. Paul Quickle, freshman, "I don't
know the purposes." Mr. Quickle commented that thegoals and aims
of the present student organizations are not meaningful to him. Mr.
Pete Clifford, senior, cited time as a consideration as he works
afternoons and some evenings. Further, Mr. Clifford said, "I have
no interest. There is no organized effort toward anything."
Mr. steve Knowles, freshman, seemed to voice the common complaint about the lack of organization. He said, "Organizations
should be goal-directed, there should· be clear advantages for bo~~
student and school.'' And further, "Accredation should be a goal.
Mr. Philip Fankhauser, senior, seeming to sense student opinion
and attitude, made two points clear: "The public image of the school
is such that the students see it in the YMCA and do not choose to
associate with our school other thantopaytuition and attend classes.
Also, students can attend Franklin after being dismiss_ed from other
schools. "Students should be proud to attend Franklm!" Everyone
deserves a second chance and should make every effort to take
advantage of it. However, part of this second chance should be
participation in university-related activities. To date, poor student
leadership has had disappointing results. Lack of organization
through which to promote student interest is the prime reason for
this. Students have no organized 'General' to follow in accomplishing goals of mutual interest.''
Through these previously mentioned opinions, many varying views
have been aired. Clearly, organized efforts toward mutual interest
seem to be the stumbling block. It is an interesting, but rather sad
commentary, to see a university, such as Franklin, deficient in
organized, or organizing, student leaders. The old cliche, plan your
work and work your plan, seems to have broken down.
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- Gary Adler
An increasing number of business graduates among foremen
in American industry is noted to
represent a break from traditional practices of hiring nongraduates from the rank and
file. Large scale organizations,
including Dupont and R,C.A., are
among the leaders in breaking
traditional freezes in hiring college graduates. Recruitment of
graduate personnel exceeds the
so% margin in many companies
such as LB.M., R.C.A., Proctor
and Gamble, and Texas Instrument.
These companies have noted
increased efficiency due to improved communication systems
techniques. Graduates tend to
identifY themselves more fully
with management than do traditional foremen promoted from the
shop. As a result, they can more
easily inform senior management
about problems on the production line and also readily relate
company policy and activities to
their subordinates.

My Town
.. Kind Of
- Creig Innis
If you want action, satis-

fACTION guaranteed, then you
won't want to miss the excitement of these coming ATTRACTIONS:
THE SUPREMES, for two explosive performances at Veterans Memorial, March 11, will
appear five days befpre the
"Queen of Soul," ARETHA
FRANKI.JN, alsoatthe Vets.Both
performances will be from 7 and
10 p.m. GLEN CAMPBELL gets
off the route to Phoenix and
picks up BOBY ''BillyJoe"GENTRY for a joint concert at Vets
March 17. He may not make it to
Phoenix.
VLADIMIR USSACHEVSKY arrives at 8 p.m., March 9, for all
you electronic music lovers, and
if you harbor feelings of "cultural deprivation," REJOICE! a sure cure is the March 9, 8:30
p.m. performanceoftheCOLUMBUS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA,
EV AN W H AL LON conducting,
with the CAPITAL UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL CHOIR at Veterans
Memorial. Zany but debonair
VICTOR BORGE will be in concert for one 8:15 p.m. performance at the Vets April 18.
Just living for life, JACK
JONES will be featured at the
Vets April 20. STAN KENTON
and his orchestra will make it
to My Town - Kind Of around
the last of March for a threenight stand, the 28, 29, and 30 at
the Hartman - a truly golden
sound for pop-music fans.
Last, but certainly not etcetera, we come to the BISI'RO
for an excellent program of entertainment with MIA MORRELL,
who'll follow LADD McINTOSH
for ten days beginning March 6;
March 18, the FABULOUS FARQUARS will take over for your
enjoyment.
A NOTE: BISTRO owner SAM
H AR AC HIS is forecasting the
opening of the BACK PORCH for
the month of May.
STUDENTS, drop a line to MY
TOWN - Kind Of (in-care-of the
Student Voice), and tell us about
the kind of entertainment you dig
the most - please make your
suggestions in good taste!
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Opportunities
Unlimited In The American
Commercial System
(EDITOR'S NOTE:
The following is part of a speech given by
Dr. John H. Lux, President of AMETEK, to a joint meeting of the
Commercial Chemical Development Association and the Chemical
Market Research Association in Philadelphia, November 9, 1967.
We would like to thank Dr. Lux for permission to reprint this
portion of his speech.)
UNLIMITED JOB OPPORTUNITIES
I read in the Wall Street Journal the other day that the total
visiting job recruiters outnumbered business school graduates in
Indiana University last year by 1;200 to 1,186. Opportunities
unlimited indeed.
Today, despite all of the demonstrations, conflicts and social
plaints extant around the world, I do believe that we are living
in a wonderful era••• if for no other reason than the fact that opportunities are unlimited, especially for the young entrepreneurs-those versatile, intelligent young men who can see the big picture and can plan and act with that big picture continuously in mind.
An individual, to seek opportunity, first has to set a goal, or
goals, for himself. No goals, no opportunities. If there are no
opportunities, as alleged, for the disadvantaged persons in the
United States, then it might well be that they really have no goals.
THE SECURITY SEEKERS
I think the biggest drawback to opportunity is security. Too
often we get these conditions confused. Perhaps too much of
Ame_rica today is too concerned with security instead of opportunity.
One of the great quotes of General Douglas MacArthur was in
this area. A friend of mine was discussing the role of the exservicemen right after the war •••their opportunities ••• their potential security. General MacArthur leaned forward, narrowed
his eyes, and solemnly stated,. "There is no such thing as security...there is only opportunity."
I am convinced that the only limits to opportunity under the
American Commercial System are those self-imposed limitations-fear of taking the risks and too great a reliance-on security. Many
people fail to recognize opportunity because its favorite disguise
is hard work.
And here, at the risk of sounding paradoxical, or platitudinous,
I want to make a very simple statement--opportunity leads to security. For example, Henry Ford certainly seized the opportunity to put together a horseless carriage...Thomas Edison didn't
waver when he saw an opportunity to create an electrical lamp•••
Henry Luce seized an opportunity to create a weekly newsmagazine and, I am happy to say, there are about 15-million other
examples of this around us today, comprising about 30 per cent
of our American breadwinners, according to the latest Bureau
of Census statistics.
It is my observation and solemn conviction that, because of this
misshapen, misguided over-reliance on security we have too few
leaders in the u. s. today. If you think I am just whistling through
my teeth, look at many of our political leaders.' Often, before they
take a stand on even the. most vital issues, they first appraise
and evaluate what their constituents will think and how they will
react.
Will the politician lose favor, then lose votes, and then
lose_his job? This is the security philosophy at its worst.
QUALITIES OF LEADERSHIP
Yes, opportunities are unlimited in the American commerical
system for the thinking person, especially one who can generate
ideas. But we must develop more leadel's--the real leaders so
v,i tal to a company's growth. To become a leader, a person has
to have certain built-in qualities. I would say that the vital qualities of leadership are: (a) Flexibility in thinking that will permit him ~ accept new products, new machines, ideas, concepts,
and so forth •••then (b) ability to convince others that the change
is necessary.
People who can create opportunities for themselves and their
companies are those who want to tackle new jobs and explore
the unknown; and people who can be wrong and are capable of admitting it--the risk takers.
The late Dr. Raymond Hainer probably summed it up best when
he said, "You have to have the brashness to create; you have to have
the toughness to experiment; you have to run the risk of failure;
you have to be honest enough to learn from what happens; you
have to be brave enough to start over; you have to be willing to
be judged on what you contribute."
As I said before, it is often difficult to detect or develop a prospective leader, especially if the man is liked into an area or
endeavor where his enterprising talents are restraine<l or directed to a small segment of the corporate operations. It is doubtful that a man can learn to manage if his thoughts, effm-ts and
talents are concerned only with one function, be it production,
accounting, sales or research. Somewhere along the line he must
be exposed to total involvement in the company's operations. We
who are top manangement today owe him that, and I must admit
that in this era of specialization, fostered by the American Commercial System, total involvement is often not encouraged. This
is a corporate fallacy to be sure and one we must correct.
There is no question but that a successful business leader needs
a balance of technological or professional comprehension and management capability. Since these essential qualities are hard to find,
especially back to back, we often have to get that balance in a team
or a group. Hence we have developed what we often call the management or executive team.
One of the most serious problems in the corporation today is
the leader who is unwilling to pass leadership opportunities down
to younger men.
As you know, Napoleon once said that the great art of government consists in not letting men grow old in their jobs.
I honestly believe that the greatest problem in industry today
is that too many managements have grown old. Perhaps we have
this age problem in top management because we are inclined to
bring capable people up into the higher echelons too late. To
put it another way, we discover our entrepreneurial minds too late.
If you look at most of the rapid-growth technological companies,
you'll see that they are vigorous young companies with key management men in their forties. Age has experience to otier, to be
sure, but if you have that experience already behind you at, say
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leave college for the summer
break.
In contrast, Franklin University professor Joseph Jacobs
states that the great majority
of teen-agers, as with college
students, "are reliable and try
their best to meet obligations."
Many local merchants extend
35 or 40, you can combine experience with experimentation-- credit service only through the
with a willingness to apply new procedures or resolutions to new Shoppers Charge Service; two
challenges and problems, instead of relying on the philosophy such shops are the College Clasof "this is the way we've always done it,"
sics, and the Buckeye Campus
Shop. T he s e same mer chants
SURVIVING THE PRESSURES OF RESPONSIBILITY
honor the Bank Americard SysThe best growth generators are those fellows with guts enough tem.
to make fast, sometimes radical decisions--let's call them the
Miss Randy Miller, at Marvin's
opportunity innovators. If a fellow learns to take things in stride Men's Wear, an OSU shop, states
and make decisions in his thirties or early forties, by the time he that their policy is limited priis 50 he is presumably quite stable and can make decisions without marily to OSU students, although
having them wear him down~
excep.ions are made, provided
I am not trying to say that industry does not need older manage- the applicant has a job or a
ment people, but I do believe that we want older people who have co-signer.
had their share of experience and tensions at a younger age. This
It is thought that most teenway they can be healthy operating people when they achieve a high- agers are proud to carry a credit
er age. All of AMETEK's operating management people have had card and the responsibility that
operating responsibilities--decision-making pressures--at an ear- goes with it. Although a few are
lier ·age. I call them the "Iron Men" of AMETEK because, in a negli[!ent in making payments,
sense, they have been forged in the heat and pressure of early the majority of teen-agers grantdecision-making.
ed credit speaks for an increasAt AMETEK, pratically every division manager is under 45. ing trend on the part of busiWe use older executives in consulting and advisory capabilities. nessmen to extend credit to the
I believe this is the way to get the best from both.
"Now Generation."

business
•
review

LIMITED EXPERIENCE LIMITS GROWTH
While I am getting some things off my chest, there is something else I would like to comment on while I have this auspicious forum.
You occasionally read about the company president who has
been with that company all of his business life. Generally speaking, I doubt that this is a plus factor in the development or longrange growth of a company. Under such management, a company
could be impoverished by a narrowness of experience. Without
management people with varied experience, I think a company
misses out on a lot of fresh ideas--unless the company has a bunch
of those "turned on" extrepreneurial types I referred to earlier.
Getting back to our topic--opportunities unlimited--in addition
to what I said about "change people"--those who readily accept
or produce change, I would like to add that men who are objective
in their thinking can and do create more opportunities for themselves as well as for those around them. The cards are stacked
against a truly subjective person taking a new venture to great
heights of success. stimulation is vital to opportunity. Please
bear in mind that nothing stifles this all-important stimulation,
or limits opportunity, like shackling red tape and rigid rules.
You know, some companies are so rigid that they bury their executives with their heads above the ground. In most cases they
find it is cheaper than stone, and it last longer.
Seriously, if you have a stable,
objective, imperturbable, turned-on guy around your office who
can make things happen, give him
his head early; also a substantial
raise in pay, and a corner office
with four windows. If you don't
care to do all that, then please
send him to me. I'll thank you
for it, just as sincerely as I
thank you, officers and members
of the CCDA and CMRA, for
inviting me here tonight. It has
been an honor that I shall always
cherish. Thank you.

Simplicity
Alone - Paul Simpkins
It is easy to put together a
string of simple, short, strictly
Anglo-Saxon words that add upto
nonsense. Simplicity alone is not
enough. The difference between
plain talk and claptrap, between
lucidity and puerility, can be
very thin. Important as style
may be, it is less important
than what you have to say.
People who aren't sure about
what they want to say tend to
use long Latin words, involved
sentences, the passive voice, and
expressions like'' We will structure our planning pursuanttoyour
thinking." Bad English can result
from confusion, as well as coofusion from bad English.

EVERYBODY'S
FAVORITE!

Teen Accounts
Are 'IN' - Don Beucler, Jr.
While many businessmen are
reluctant to extend credit to anyone under 21 years of age, the
ranks of those willing to take
on the risk are expanding, according to a recent issue of
TIME Magazine. And why not?
The National weekly continues
that teen-agers account for " an
annual 15 billion-do 11 a r bonanza,'' but extending the credit
roll to teen-agers is viewed as
good investment for future business. With the life-expectancy
ever-increasing, those accounts
may last for 50 or 60 years.
"More and more members of
the 'Now Generation' are finding
it possible to buy now and pay
later at stores from coast to
coast. There are nearly 1,500,000
teen-age charge accounts in the
Unite<i States, an increase of
36% in just 18 months."
Locally, the Union Company
offers a charge plan for young
women, fittingly called, "Career
Girl," in which working girls,
18 through 21, are eligible. The
Union, J.C. Penney and F. & R;
Lazarus Companies arepioneers
in teen-credit service.
There are stores that still refuse to offer credit cards and
services to teens because, based
l.U experience, they have found
that some teens tend to skip
payments, such as when they

America's most popular
all-wea th er jack et!
This sh ort zip jacke t is
always right and rea dy f or active
sports - nice and snug when the
weather turns chilly . ... with yoke back, raglan sleeves, slash
pock ets , adjustable cuffs and elastic inserts to hug the hips.

$13.00

W4£
,niucrsitlJ 0
1960 N. High St.
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The three other members of the board of trustees are James
H. Donovan, attorney; John G. Cline Jr., of the state department
of education, secretary; and Paul E. Douglas, Cincinnati accountant, treasurer.
THE GRANT-TOWN area promises to become an educational
center. On its flanks are St. Joseph's Academy and the Columbus
Public Library. Towering above everything, even its mother hospital, is the new Grant Hospital School of Nursing.

VOICE Is Still Trying
In an editorial, "VOICE IS TRYING," (January 1968)
we promised to announce the decision of APCOA-Center Garage concerning reinstating the student discount
policy for Franklin University students: the answer is,
NO STUDENTS DISCOUNTS WILL BE OFFERED!
The city manager of APCOA-Center Garage informed
the VOICE reporter that their Cleveland home office will
not permit a student discount policy for Franklin Students. This means that we will continue to pay the present parking rate; that is, 40% more than was charged
by the old owners of Center Parking Garage. APCOACenter Garage is offering a monthly "buddy-parking"
rate of $10 to students and non-students alike. If you
decide to continue parking at APCOA-Center, and want
one of these "buddy-parking" spots, you had better schedule one now because these soots are limited.
The Airport Parking Company of America, advertised
as, "A Worldwide Service of International Telephone
and Telegraph," is NOT being much of a service to the
students of Franklin University. Of course, they are
providing parking space to the many students who must
drive to Franklin; but, at the same time they are charging
us 40% more than the old owners of Center Parking
Garage did--and for the same. "roof only" privileges.
The VOICE is not satisfied with APCOA's decision and
will continue to negotiate with APCOA's local management, and the top management in Cleveland. We will
do all that we can to make APCOA aware of the imposition to limited student budgets their increased rates are.
We will do all that we can to persuade APCOA to reinstate the old student discount policy offered by the previous garage-owners.
And we will carry this to the
Chairman of the Board of I.T.T., if necessary.
We also feel that if the administration of our university would speak to APCOA in your behalf, the chances of
lowering your parking rates might be enhanced. We
hope that they will soon join us in the drive to aid Franklin University students.

Campus -- Intro
(Reprinted from the COLUMBUS
CITIZEN-JOURNAL of Monday,
February 19, 1968, with permission.)
THE THINGS YOU HEAR: That
Franklin University alumni are
excited about the new campus
that will help renew the E. Town
St. area at Grant Ave. A new
building there will permit the
university to leave crowded
quarters in the YMCA building
at 40 W. Long St.
Franklin is big in enrollment
and old in years (65 years), and
the Franklin University Alumni
Association is new by comparison. Its growing membership has
passed 300, and includes men
throughout America and some
busy on other continents.
A comprehensive in-depth library (for use of students, naturally,
is a prime goal of alumni. The members are working on that,
and also want scholarships that will enable deserving men to
complete their courses at Franklin U.
Richard G. Chillcott, a vice president of Nationwide Insurance,
is president of Franklin alumni. The vice presidents are William E. Halley, publisher of The Legislative Digest, and Floyd
Mason, certified public accountant.
THE FAMILY FRATERNITY
COLUMBUS LODGE ELEVEN

LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE
thirty-six west sycamore street

Everything in Sports and
Compact Car Accessorias

BUC:ket

seat
3207 N. High Street -

262-6167

Franklin U. will be four stories high, a square-shouldered
building on the southwest corner of Grant and Town. Dr. Joseph
F. Frasch, university president, said that there will be impressive
-library space for the al 11mni to help fill.
As I wrote that, I tried to visualize the appearanc,e of the new
urban campus. There will be street traffic, and parking areas-and I hope there will be a plaza here and there for statuary and
fountains.
If so, such a location would be ideal for a memorial to James
Thurber, Columbus' great humorist. That part of town is Thurber
country. He traveled it be.tween the Bryden Rd. home of his grandfather and the Fisher commission house on Town St.
I will campaign for a Thurber Fountain--a big granite basin
of lazy water, and about it in bronze, several of the ample-eared
soft-skinned dogs that Thurber was always sketching.

PROGRESS QUES. CONT'D

length of time it took to obtain
the 6,000 volume quota.
Mr. Irwin G. stirgwolt, chairman of the Board of Trustees
of Franklin University, authorized an announcement to the student body February 20. The announcement read that application
for membership to the OCA is
ill-advised at present.
Under general conditions of
indifference, coupled with a few
incongruities, it all adds up. What
students now seem to expect of
the Administration is a sound
program on alternatives. Students, and certain of the Administration and the Faculty have
indicated a willingness to mutually explore recommendations for
improvements, and, w her ever
possible take action in the general
interest of the University.

letters to the editor
To the Students:
It has been over 20 years since there has been
a Student Government at Franklin University to
represent the students. We need a Student Government to keep the lines of communication open;
but are we going to wait another 20 years to
have one?
Open communications are very important in the
"Business World," and this also applies to Franklin. You and I have many ideas, but we have no
one to present them to. Individually we cannot
suggest proposals, or make demands to the administration, with much force. If we establish
open lines of communication, through a Student
Government, we can speak as a group and not
just 2,000 individuals.
Most of America's high schools and colleges
have a student body president, a Student Government of some kind, and representatives for each
class (ie, freshman, sophomore, etc.). Franklin
University does not have any of these now, and
they do not seem to be in the planning. How can
we expect to find answers to our questions if we
are not represented by some organized student
group?
We cannot become a Student Body until we get
tcgether, talk tcgether, and plan tcgether as a
student body. We must have a Student Senate
at Franklin, just as they do at so many other
schools. Is it going to take another 20 years
for us to realize this?
Patrick J. Hurley
Student
Dear Editor:
I must compliment Mr. Wilson and last trimester's Public Relation's class for their" cleanup" campaign. Their effort at inspiring a sense
of pride in the student body called to my attention an interesting duality: Not only should the
halls be rid of gum wrappers and cigarette
butts; but we must also consider the condition
(I. our classrooms. I have noticed that our
classrooms are "littered" from floors to ceilings.

Progress
Questionable
- D. M. Hutchison
Franklin University - Sharply
intensified student attitudes here
are directed at bringing about
accreditation at the University.
Students pr op o s e to do this
through a general up-grading of
University policies and curricula.
It was learned by militant leaders of student coalitions that accreditation cannot be acquired
until certain requirements of the
Ohio College Association are fulfilled. Dr. Thomson, membership
committee chairman of the OCA
informed the VOICE of two of the
requirements that Franklin University must meet: one, a 25,000volume library; and two, "the
ability of the University to meet
the needs . of its students." The
2nd requirement implies the need
for a new building. The University's library now stands at
around 6,000 volumes, all of
which were acquired since the
employment of Mr. Allyn Ehrhardt, in September, 1966, a
period of about 18 months.
As seen by Dr. Frasch, about
a year or so will elapse before
application to the OCA (a necess a r y prerequisite toward accreditation) "would be ad v i sable." Apparently, 19 thousand
additional volumes must be purchased in approximately the same

Yes, in cleaning-up our physical plant, the atmosphere in our classrooms should not go unnoticed. The cooperation of the faculty is sensed
by the students and often influences studentreaction to calls for a more active expression
of neatness. We should not be distracted by
blackboards cluttered with another classes handiwork! Our instructors should not be saddled
with cleaning-up after one of their colleagues!
Please, I ask our faculty, be more consciencious in your classroom courtesy and leave
your work area neater. Only then can you, in
turn, ask us to leave our areas neater.
Edward Dawson
Student

Dear Editor:
What is "progress"? Is it an accumulation
of the old, moulded with the new; or is it discarding old assets and beginning again? Some
students at Franklin University chose the latter:
Demonstrations (or the threat of them) proposed
by some students will surely result in a deficit.
To those who desire disposal of the old (in this
s·ituation, the favorable image of Franklin University), I would ask, while striving for betterment, does one destroy what has taken years to
build, pick up the remains, and proceed forward?
Is sincerity of purpose enough to justify such a
drastic course of action? It is doubtful!
Great men of history, such as Albert Einstein, Thomas Jefferson, and the Wright Brothers,
did not annihilate what "was", but took what
they had at their disposal, digested it, and built
upon it, in their struggle for progress. Their
procedure was logical and fruitful. Like you,
they wanted progress, but they did not destroy
what had taken years to build. Why npt learn
from history? Sometimes, it can be the greatest "teacher'' of them all!
Max Emory
Student

EDITOR'S NOTE: RULES FOR.LETTERS
Letters from readers must be either addressed to: the STUDENT
VOICE, High-Long Bldg. Suite 612, 5 East Long Street, Columbus,
Ohio 43215; or placed in our mailbox in the· university office. All
letters must carry written signatures (with a "pen name," if desired), full addresses, and telephone numbers of the writers.
Short letters are preferred, both for reasons of space and because they are likely to attract more readers. Letters should not be
longer than 200 words. We reserve the right t.o edit and condense
letters.
Letters should deal with matters of general interest, not personalities. We will not publish letters that are libelous, that make
personal attacks, or. that are not in good tasts.

Published monthly, by the STUDENT
VOICE: Incorporated, since 1967. The
STUDENT VOICE: is distributed at
Franklin University, Columbus, Ohio
43215.
The STUDENT VOICE: Incorporated has its office in the High-Long Building, Suite 612,
5 East Long Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215 (telephone number is 224-2952). Office hours
are maintained between 12:00 a,,d 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
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March Book Review
• Paul Simpkins

SF: THE BEST OF
THE BEST
Edited by Judith Merril

Judith Merril's annual antno1ogy of science fiction and fantasy

CHEERLEADER PAT PIENIAK
CHEERS THE RAIDERS ON TO
fHEIR

VICTORY OVER WEST

VIRGINIA STATE

(February 17).

THE FINAL SCORE WAS
FRANKLIN-·124 AND WEST
VIHGINIA--76.

Golf
Begins
The Franklin University golf
·season got off to a good start
with an organizational meeting
held February 23. With the nine
interested golfers in attendance,
Mr. J. Sam Ringold, faculty advisor, discussed plans for an
expanded schedule forthisyear's
golf team. To the present time,
matches with Otterbein, Capital,
Newark Branch of o.s. U. and
o.s. U. Junior Varsity have been
scheduled. Tentative match dates
have not been setforthesegames
as yet. Further matches will be
scheduled, and the complete
. schedule of 12 matches will be
announced at a later meeting, to
be held sometime before March
15. Jf anyone would like further
information concerning this
year's golf team, contact Mr.
Ringold at the university.

Photographs by
Charles Cotton

stories has always presented us
the best of the years published
magazine stories in the field.
Now she has collected the cream
of the crop, in her opinion, from
earlier collections--twenty-nine
tales, most of them beginning to
look like classics, by such writers as steve Allen, RichardGehman, Isaac Knight, and Damon
Runion. Here is Shirley Jackson's
psycholical chiller about a convict killed simply by a crowd's
focused hate, also Theodore sturgeon's tale of a man locked in
a spaceship with the voice of
his boyhood self. There are odd
little yarns about such creatures
as polyps and cats, and exercises in logic that set one wondering whether the violence now
on TV will develop into the hunting down of "real, live" men.
Two or three of the stories
suffer from cloying sentiment or
bad puns, but all in all this is a
rich collection.

THINKING
o/Jout ti new
SPRING 0111111 P
If E·P JHESE IN MIND ...

Plaid wash Trou.
Plaid, Tallersall s. s. Shirts
Bermuda snorts
Assort SI riped Knils
• • . at the right place

Betcha didn't know••·•····•••
...too many parents tie up their
dogs and let their 16 year olds
run loose.
•••we gather from current theological discussions that hell isn't
as hot as it was 40 years ago.
•••the older I get the more difficult it is for me to laugh in
front of the zoo's monkey house.

'YflaJwmA.
,an

=-

N. HIGH AT 16TH.

All girls are born good. Experience makes 'em better.

"Oh Lord! Your feet are freezing!" To which the President
replied; "Honey, in bed you can
call me Lyndon."

Lady Bird settled down in bed
and waited patiently for the Pre-

Crossword Puzzle Answers

sident. Soon, he too, climbed
into bed. Lady Bird shrieked;

Pizza City
CS'-

267-5419

Pizza
Carry-Out
Delivery

HARVEST TABLE BUFFET
SMORGASBORD
Reg. $2.50

with
This Coupon

s200

One cou_pon good
for entire party

SkYDIR'S OLD .WORTHINGTON INN

...in - 111t11....,.
PHONE 885-6253

o.m.ci ...,• ., ,_ _..._ at. Hl

Sorry, not good for p,l.,ate bonq-.

University City Shopping Center

2839 OLENTANGY RIVER RD.

PUZZLE FOUND ON PAGE 6
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• Thanks tor parking at APCOA!

PREMIUM DAIRY PRODUCTS
•

••

CLIFF HIDLAY'S
Rug and

Furniture Cleaners

'Service to sweep you off your feet'

••

:

••
:
•

(5)

ICE
CREAM

MILK

•

• Limited student 'Buddy Parking'
discount rates available.

••

••
:
••

• See management.

:

•

·-··················

ATTENTION!

772-9716
Chillicothe, Ohio

0
THE HIGH-LONG BUILDING
OFFICE

R
D
E

GRADS
PRICE

RANGES:

I

MENS CALL SIZES)

$2B-4B

WOMEN'S CALL SIZES)

$23-2B

SPACE
AVAILABLE

SOLO

Booster's
5 East Long Street
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-.Outstanding Lyricist WANTS ac- •NEED HELP writing term
complished mus i c i an to write papers? Guaranteed A or B. Reamusic. Excellent opPortunity to sonable rates. Call 224-2952 or
"make it" in the music field. 276-2453. Ask for Shelby.
•FOR SALE: '65 OLDS Clltlass .•FOR SALE: '65 Sp. Coupe Vette, Call 224-2952 or 276-2453. Ask
convert. SPort model, with radio Nassau Bl., 300 H.P., 327 ci., for Heinrick.
a classified brings
and tape deck. 488-6957 •
• ,NEEDED: One ark. Must be able 4 sp., Am-Fm, leather inter•• •ASK: Richard C. Rasey about
RESULTS!
to house thousands of animals
Goodyear Wide Ovals. Bod.v A-l LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INfor two months until the water
cond., Mech. A--1, $2500 - Ed, S UR AN CE COMPANY'S Grad
224-2952
goes down. Call 843-5673.
875-5662.
Plan, 228-6581.

classified advertising
TECH STUDENTS, HOBBYIST:
Printed Circuit Boards made for
your projects. Boards for Popular Electronics projects available. SALEM SERVICE, Box
3019, University Station, Columbus, Ohio 43210.

ACRC&S

1, To treat with medicine
2. Paddles

8. "Thanks
!"
9. Cruel
13. WiJWiess blood-suckfl1I ln,ect

14, Three (comb, form)
15. Brooze from sw:1
16, Et cetera (abbr.)
17•. Greasy, oily
20..
Eliot
21. Preposltloo
22, Destination ti Mormons
24, L~en, people
27, Row; rank

Snow White Laundry
1902 North High St.

shirts

29, Last phase or stme Age
31. Printbw Measures
32. Feminine name
33. Musical syllable in diatonic
scale
34, Abbr,~ Amer,Fasclstgroup

wash trousers

dry cleaning laundry bundle
one day service

36. Pollo researcher
39, Ostrich-like bird
41. Guido's high note
44, stoic philosopher

open 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

299-7770

OOWN
, acb:r

1. Zero

2. Persenerence
3. Pouch or sac
4. Dunce

DELICIOUS
FOOD

s. Entin,

6. Flsh eggs

7, stellae
10. Creative craft

lL Tense
12. Those in which Hiltcn deals
18. Sp. tar aurt
19. One
23. FormerlY Hispanlbla Olis·
pam<ia)

24.
Faire
25. Bind or fasten
26. S. w. Arabian republic
28. Recordhg Secretary (abbr.)
29. Nostrils
30. Adversary
35. Donattoo to poor or reectr,

time passes best at

'lllEttoVK

LOWENBRAU
BEER

--·

36. Who
? (colL)
37. lntoocart

38.

crossword puzzle by Rod Hoag

answers o" page 5...

this is your
last chance!
buy now at
reduced prices •••
Long Sleeve Sweat Shirts
Reg. $5.50

Blue, Green, Camel
Now $4.50

Sweater Vest

Blue, Green, Camel
Reg. $4.50

Blue, Green,

Reg $7.95 Now $6.95
Red

Reg. $2.50

42.Malh-

FLAIR ENTERPRISES
Phone
224-3279

THEATRICAL AGENCY
ROOM 807, 5 E. LONG ST.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Phone
224-3278

NEEDED NOW
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN
FOR IMMEDIATE ENGAGEMENT
BANDS
DANCERS
MODELS

••••••••••••••••••••~ 3 PC. to 6 PC.
••••••••••••••••••••• MODERN, GOGO, INTERPRETIVE
••••••••••••••••••••• FOR COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING
T.V. MAGAZINES AND BROCHURES

VOCALISTS ••••••••••••••••••••• POP, COUNTRY & WESTERN
FOLK AND STANDARDS

Now $3. 75

Nylon Jacket Nylon Jacket

Slumber Shirt

woo't wear om

40. Pronoun

Now $2.00

WE ARE THE MOST VERSATILE THEATRICAL AGENCY IN OHIO. WE
ARE THE ONLY AGENCY THAT TRAINS, MANAGES, PUBLICIZES AND
FINDS EMPLOYMENT FOR ITS CLIENTS. WE HAVE OUR OWN TRAINING
FACILITIES - PLUS - REHERSAL STUDIOS - PHOTO STUDIOS AND WE
ARE SOON TO HAVE OUR OWN RECORDING STUDIO. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING AN ENTERTAINER............... ..

SEE US

at'~ ini~r you2

Tryt~is
Every Wednesday
is Movie Nile!
--- -Lad ie's Ni Ie On Th Ur SdaVS !
and featuring I ~ BEER on tap!!
---

.

Period

Southgate & High s1ree1s
south of Frank Road
off 1·71

4 sizes-XS styles

to choose lro..~

